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1.1. $X$ $R$ $X\cross X$
$R$ $(X, R)$
(i) $1_{X}:=\{(x, x)|x\in X\}\in R$;
(ii) $\forall r\in R,$ $r^{*}:=\{(x, y)|(y, x)\in r\}\in R$ ;
(iii) $\forall d,$ $e\in R,$ $A_{d}A_{e}= \sum_{f\in R}a_{deff}A$ .
$A_{r}l\mathrm{h}r\in R$ $\{a_{def}\}$ $\{A_{r}\}_{r\in R}$
L2. $(X, R)$ AS Aut(X, $R$)
:
Aut(X, $R$) $:=\{\sigma\in \mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{m}(X) |\forall r\in R, A_{r}P_{\sigma}=P_{\sigma}A_{r}\}$






AS (closed subset) (valency)
AS(subscheme), AS(factor scheme) AS(thin scheme)
(thin closed subset) AS
[5]
L3. $(X, R)$ AS $R$ $F$ AS(X/F, $R//F$)
$(X, R)$ AS
$(X, R)$ AS AS
$\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(R)$ (thin residue) (
78
: AS [5] )
AS









2 AS) [2] AS
[1] 28 AS
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}28-\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}$ . $176$ AS
Hanaki, Miyamoto
LL $(X, R)$ AS A1(X, $R$) $X$
$\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(R)$
2
$(X, R)$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{S}_{\text{ }}F$ $R$ $x,$ $y\in X$ $F$ $X$
$z\in X$ $zF$ ([5] )
2.1. $\phi$ : $xFarrow yF$ $(F, x, y)$
79
(i) $\acute{\varphi}$ $\phi(x)=y$ ;
(ii) $f\in F$ $(w, z)\in f\cap(xF\cross xF)$ $(\phi(w), \phi(z))\in f$
$\phi$ $xF$
$x,$ $y\in X$ $(F, x, y)$
$F$
2.1. $(X, R)$ AS |






























3.3. $(X, R)$ AS $\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(R)$
$\mathcal{L}$ $f\in R$ $ff^{*}=f^{*}f$
lAut $(\mathrm{X}, R)$ $X$ :









3.4. $(X, R)$ AS $M$ $R$ $M$
$H_{f}K$
(i) $\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(M)\subseteq H\cap K$ ;
(ii) $H\cap K$ ;
(iii) $h\in H-(H\cap K)$ $h\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(H)=\{h\}$ ;
(iv) $k\in K-(H\cap K)$ $k\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(H)=\{k\}$ ;




$V,$ $W$ $M:=\{f\in R|ff^{*}\leq U\},$ $H:=\{f\in$
$R|ff^{*}\leq V\},$ $K:=\{f\in R|ff^{*}\leq W\}$ $f\in R$
$ff^{*}=f^{*}f$ $M,$ $H,$ $K$
( [2]
)
$\text{ }$ (i) $\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(M)\leq \mathrm{O}^{\theta}(R)\leq H\cap K$ (ii) $\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(R)$
$H\cap K$ ( $\{f\in R|ff^{*}\leq U\}$
$U$ ) 22 $M,$ $H,$ $K$









$M$ $x_{1},$ $x_{1}’\in X$
$\Phi$ : $x_{1}Marrow x_{1}’M$ $H$ $K$
$w,$ $z\in X$ $r(w, z)$
$(w, z)$ $R$
$\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(M)$ $M’$ $\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(H)$ $H’$ $\mathrm{O}^{\theta}(K)$ $K’$ $Z$
$x_{1}M$ $H$ $x_{1}$ $M//M’$
([3] ) $\text{ }$
$(M//M’, x_{1}M’, x_{1}’M’)$
$\delta$
$z\in Z$ $Z’\in\delta(zM’)$ $H$ $(H, z, z’)$
$\emptyset z$
$D$ $M$ $K$ $E$ $K$ $H\cap K$
$1_{X}\in D\cap E$ $D\cross E$ $M$ $H\cap K$
$*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}$ $(m, k)\in D\cross E$
x $k\in x_{1}mk$ $Y:=\{Xmk|m\in D, k\in E\}$ $x_{1}M$
$H\cap K$ $(m, k)\in D\cross E$




$\emptyset z$ \phi \tilde k $\phi mk$ $(H//M’, zM’, z’M’)$
$r(x_{m}, x_{mk})\in K$ .
$r$ ( $x_{m}$ , xmk)\in r(\phi $(x_{m}),$ $\phi_{mk}(x_{mk})$ ) $M’\subseteq K$ .
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}),(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}),(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v})$ $M’=K’H’$ \leq
$r(x_{m},$ $x_{mk})\in r(\emptyset m(x_{m})$ , \phi k(x k)) $H’$ .
$r(\emptyset_{m(x_{m}),\phi mk(x_{mk}))H’=\{r(\phi m(x_{m}),u)|u\in\phi_{km}(x_{km^{H’)\}}}}\cdot$
$r(x_{m}, x_{mk})$ $=r(\phi_{m}(x_{m}), \phi_{mk}(\tilde{x}_{mk}))$ $\tilde{x}_{km}\in x_{km}H’$
$H\cap K$ $(H\cap K, x_{mk},\tilde{x}_{mk})$
$\sigma_{mk}$
$\Phi$ : $x_{1}Marrow x_{1}’M$ $w\in x_{1}M$
$\Phi(w):=\phi_{mk}(\sigma_{mk}(w))$
$x_{mk}$ $r(w, x_{mk})\in H\cap K$ $Y$ D\not\in
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